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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vulcan Materials Company is extremely honored to be selected for the Safe-In-Sound Excellence in Hearing Loss Prevention Award.  
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Company Profile

January 13, 2021

• Vulcan is the nation’s largest producer of crushed stone, sand and 
gravel.  We are also are among the top 5 hot/warm asphalt paving mix 
manufacturers and among the top 10 of ready mix concrete producers 
in the country.

• We operate 301 mines and 122 ready mix concrete plants, 39 asphalt 
plants, and 40 other associated construction materials sites in 18 
states, Mexico and the Bahamas.

• We currently have 6,830 employees and have 38 full time safety and 
health professionals and an army of supporters that all have high 
expectations when it comes to hearing conservation. 

• Vulcan is a public company headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama 
and has been in business since 1958.  Currently in the S&P 500.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company. The most simplified way of saying what our primary business is; “we make big rocks in to little rocks”. Those rocks are one of the basic inputs used to make our world better by building roads, houses, shopping malls. They are also used to control erosion and many other applications.  Our rocks feed our other primary businesses, asphalt paving and concrete manufacturing.We do much more that just make big rocks in to little rocks but this is a good starting point to understand where we are coming from. 
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Board  of  Director  
Oversight

Board of Directors

Board Safety, Health 
and Environmental 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide represents how Safety, Health and Environmental results and initiatives at Vulcan Materials Company are an integral part of company reaching to the highest levels of the company’s governance. 
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SHE  Management  
Committee

CEO

Safety, Health 
and Environmental 
(SHE) Management

Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the connection between the Vulcan Materials Company Safety, Health and Environmental (SHE) Management Committee and the top level of the company. The Safety, Health and Environmental (SHE) Management Committee is a committee that meets quarterly and is comprised of SHE and other leaders within the company. The committee is charged with strategic planning and continuous improvement of SHE functions throughout the company.      
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Corporate  SHE  Staff

VP of SHE & Engineering

VP Operations Support

Dir. of Safety Services

Dir. of SHE

Mgr. Environmental 
Affairs

Safety Specialist Corp. Ind. Hyg.

Corp. SHE Rep.

Corp. Envir. Specialist

Mgr. Occ. Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s Corporate SHE Staff structure. 
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Corporate Wide:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a graphical representation of Vulcan Materials Company’s Regions and geographical locations of facilities. 
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Central Region S&H Staff

Terry Browning

Nanci Saucier Jason Schlee

Rex LindseyAmanda Baugh

Bill Huffman

Steve Perkins

Mike Junkerman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Vulcan Materials Company Central Region Safety and Health Staff. They help foster the company's hearing conservation processes every day. Great work team! 
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East Region S&H Staff

Robert Hale

Wayne Hemmerich Melanie Wood

Andrew Wren

Dusty Creed

Danny TeelDan Hopkins

Justin Burrage

Ed Rider

Bryan Moore

Gary Hinchy, Jr.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Vulcan Materials Company East Region Safety and Health Staff. They help foster the company's hearing conservation processes every day. Great work team! 
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South Region S&H Staff

Mark KlinepeterMisty Hillis

Jeremy ThompsonTina Padalino

Marty Tubbs

Jesse Hartsfield

Ken Stockton

Dale HanksLynnis Bennett

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Vulcan Materials Company South Region Safety and Health Staff. They help foster the company's hearing conservation processes every day. Great work team! 
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West Region S&H Staff

Cynthia Kirby

Steve Hopkins

Deb Hutchison Lee Travis Biagio VenturaSylvia Teran

Elysia ClaudioTommy Ayala

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Vulcan Materials Company West Region Safety and Health Staff. They help foster the company's hearing conservation processes every day. Great work team! 
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Corporate S&H Staff

Kelly Bailey Chad McDougal

Andrew PerkinsJohn Peacock

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Vulcan Materials Company Corporate Safety and Health Staff. They facilitate, work toward company-wide best practices, and guide strategic planning for the company's hearing conservation processes. Great work team! 
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Typical  Jobs  at  Vulcan  Plants:

Ready Mix Concrete Truck Driver

Water Truck DriverLoader Operator

Quality Control Tech

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of some typical jobs at Vulcan Materials Company. Loader Operators may be loading customer trucks, loading our haul trucks in the pit, feeding plants or other tasks. Water Truck Drivers may water roads in and out of the plant, water materials in the pit or provide water for special dust control needs. Ready Mix Concrete Truck Drivers ensure their trucks are ready for the days work, have their trucks loaded at our facility, travel over the road to the customer’s job site, deliver ready mix concrete on the customer’s job site and ensures his/her truck is ready for use the next day. Quality Control Technicians gather samples of materials, perform tests in the QC laboratory to assess material quality as compared to specifications and recommend changes to the process to ensure specifications are met.  
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Ready Mix Delivery Job

Ready Mix Delivery Job

Hot Mix Asphalt Plant

Typical  Jobs  at  Vulcan  Plants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of some typical places jobs at Vulcan Materials Company are performed. As you can see Ready Mix Delivery is at the customer’s job site and the configuration and exposure circumstances can differ greatly from one job site to the next or from day to day at the same job site. Hot Mix Asphalt Plants require some outside tasks to ensure the plant is running as designed, the process is controlled using automated technology from a control booth.   
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Typical Mining Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of some typical places where jobs at Vulcan Materials Company are performed. On the top left and top right are open pit quarries. These locations start with stripping overburden (soil) to access the bedrock, the rock is drilled and blasted, the materials that were blasted are loaded and taken to the plant for processing, in the plant materials are crushed and sized to make the specific materials that are needed. The finished materials are stockpiled, customers are loaded and the amount (weight in tons) and type of materials determine the cost to the customer.The lower center is the entrance to an underground limestone mine. Note the conveyer running into the mine entrance. The process at this mine is much like the above ground mine but the material is mined underground and can be processed underground but is stockpiled above ground.    
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• When you are making big rocks into little rocks it is 
complicated to do so quietly. 

• Our workforce for the most part is not in a static factory 
environment and in some cases our customers control 
the work environment.

• The industry has diverse activities that warrant the need 
to use multiple types of controls and mitigation.

• Employees and management must be onboard for 
hearing conservation initiatives to work.       

Why is Hearing Conservation
Challenging in Our Industry?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a brief overview of some of the challenges faced by Vulcan Materials Company in reaching our hearing conservation program goals. 
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Roles and Responsibilities

• Corporate Occupational Health Office (COHO)
– Select exposure monitoring equipment

– Train and certify industrial hygiene samplers

– Provide Regions with sampling reports and audiometric summary 
reports

– Evaluate and select medical testing contractor

– Analyze noise and hearing data for trends and develop Company-
wide sampling plans

– Provide technical assistance to operating Regions

Overview  of  Vulcan’s 
Hearing  Conservation  Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s Corporate Staff’s roles and responsibilities in relation to hearing conservation. 
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Roles and Responsibilities

• Region Safety and Health Staff
– Pass the Vulcan Industrial Hygiene (IH) sampling course
– Conduct exposure assessments and communicate results to plants for 

dissemination to sampled employees
– Provide training tools to plants
– Provide assistance to plants in resolving over standard conditions (noise cases)
– Annually review noise cases closed with personal protective equipment (PPE)
– Perform  hearing protection fit testing 
– Schedule audiometric testing with mobile contractor
– Review plant sound level meter (SLM) testing results
– Audit plant hearing conservation program
– Evaluate testing clinics used in the HCP following COHO guidelines
– Transmit  baseline audiometric testing results for new hires to the Company’s 

medical contractor for periodic testing 
– Provide reviewing audiologist noise exposure information for possible recordable 

hearing loss cases

Over View  of  Vulcan’s 
Hearing  Conservation  Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s Regional Staff’s roles and responsibilities in relation to hearing conservation. 
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Roles and Responsibilities

• Facility management
– Establish a plant SLM program
– Facilitate and promote employee participation in audiometric testing and use of 

hearing protection
– Resolve over standard conditions in a timely manner
– Serve as an example for hearing protection use and participation in the HCP
– Enforce compliance with the Company HCP
– Provide sampled employees with exposure results
– Post administrative noise controls and provide to affected employees

• Employees
– Use exposure controls provided
– Protect hearing on and off the job
– Report noise hazards to supervision
– Reduce exposure to noise 14 hours prior to audiometric testing

Over View  of  Vulcan’s 
Hearing  Conservation  Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s Facility Management and Employee's roles and responsibilities in relation to hearing conservation. 
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Over View  of  Vulcan’s 
Hearing  Conservation  Program

Roles and Responsibilities

• Audiometric Testing Provider
– Conduct testing meeting all OSHA criteria for 

procedures and equipment
– Provide CAOHC trained technicians
– Provide a licensed audiologist to review audiograms
– Provide the employee with documented test results
– Provide COHO with audiometric testing results and 

summaries
– When possible, audiologist will determine work-

relatedness of recordable hearing losses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s Audiometric Testing Provider’s roles and responsibilities in relation to Vulcan’s hearing conservation program. 
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Our Goal: 
Protect hearing by keeping exposures to less 
than 85 dBA to the employee’s ears by: 

• Performing noise exposure assessments and employee 
notification of results

• Identifying areas and jobs for noise reduction

• Installation of feasible engineering and/or administrative 
controls.  Where not feasible strict enforcement of 
personal hearing protection is implemented

• High quality audiometric testing and follow-up

• Employee education and motivation

• Assessing exposure and hearing trends of cohorts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a simplified overview of some of the goals of Vulcan Materials Company’s hearing conservation program. 



Vulcan Materials Company 
Industrial Hygiene Noise 

Sampling Strategies
1980 - 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss Vulcan Materials Company’s Industrial Hygiene Noise Sampling Strategies from 1980 to 2013. 
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Vulcan’s  Sampling  Strategies
In  the  Beginning….
• 1979 – Examination of available government exposure data

• 1980 – 81 – Industrial Health Project
– Highest potentially exposed to dust and noise
– Employee audiograms, chest x-rays and pulmonary function tests

• 1982 – 89 – Targeted Sampling
– Highest potentially exposed to dust and noise
– Acquisition sampling (initiated in 1985)

• 1990 – 92 – Case Closing Sampling

• 1993 – Random Sampling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1979 - MSHA data was all paper – no computerized database1980 – 1981- Used IH graduate students to collect the samples.  1,100 dust and 1,200 noise samples  - All of our granite quarries and one half of the limestone quarries collecting samples at each quarry during the Spring, Summer and Fall.1982 – Results of the Industrial Health Project resulted in a formalized sampling certification course and the appending of IH sampling onto the Company’s safety representatives.  Now they were truly practicing safety and health.  Samples continued to be collected and overstandard exposures were being found but not enough work was being done to resolve issues.1991 – We took all the noise and dust sample results from 1988 – 1990 that exceeded our internal established limits and created open cases that required actions to be taken and then re-sampling to show that the exposure situation was in control.  This was reported to senior management each month for two years until all cases were effectively closed.1993 – 1997 – Once the cases were closed we began to sample the workforce in a randomized manner so that our exposure data could characterize the entire workforce and so we could employ more quantitative statistical tools to help analyze the data and set priorities.  Also our medical surveillance program was testing all workers at production sites but there was a lack of exposure data on many employees that were getting medical tests.  Having the exposure data and medical data on low, medium and high exposure groups would allow future dose-response analyses.
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Vulcan’s  Noise Sampling  Strategies
• 1995 – Formal statistical analysis of exposure data

– Developed a computerized graphical statistical 
analysis of the dust and noise data.

– Utilized Sigma Plot to prioritize which plants and jobs 
to sample based on randomized dust and noise 
sampling data collected 1993-1995.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Sigma Plot tool was configured for Vulcan Materials Company to use the data we had gathered into more statistically actionable information. 
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Vulcan’s  Noise Sampling  Strategies
• 1995 – 2005

– Prioritizing Sampling Using Sigma Plot Distributions
– Using 3 Sampling Strategies Concurrently

• Targeted
• Case Closing
• Random

• 2005 – The Question – Sampling Too Much or Too 
Little?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From 1995 to 2005 Vulcan Materials Company utilized the Sigma Plot tool to aid in guiding our noise sampling efforts. Sigma Plot made it much easier to statistically analyze our growing database of noise samples. Samples take during this time period were Targeted: statistics prioritized what to sample and where to sample, Case Closing: when a job is identified as exceeding our internal company limit (severity ratio of 0.76 or greater for noise) controls must be put in place and samples taken to verify controls are adequate, Random: to verify that jobs that were shown to be in control using historic samples remained in controlIn 2005 during a meeting of SHE Board Committee and upper management the question was asked “are we sampling too much or too little”. With this simple question a new way of looking at our sampling levels and strategy was initiated.       
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Vulcan’s Noise Sampling  Strategies

• 2006 – Third Party Review of IH Sampling Program
– Analyze and evaluate Vulcan’s exposure monitoring 

program

– Make recommendations to improve the validity of 
exposure assessments and optimize sampling efforts 
so exposure determinations will be made with a high 
level of confidence with the least number of samples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To answer the question “are we sampling too much or too little” Vulcan Materials Company undertook an exhaustive review of our Industrial Hygiene Sampling Program. This review was greatly aided by enlisting a leader in industrial hygiene statistics to consult with the COHO as an expert impartial third party. The goal of this review was, how can we get the most value from each sample we take, while increasing our statistical confidence in our exposure assessments.      
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Vulcan’s Implementation Plan
2007-2008

• Similar Exposure Groups (SEGs) were developed and  noise 
and dust exposure data (2000-06) were analyzed.

• Classified the SEGs and plant-job combinations into the 
American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) exposure 
categories.

• Developed 2008-2009 sampling plans based on the AIHA 
categorization of specific plant-job combinations and SEGs.

• Trained health and safety certified samplers on the basics of 
exposure assessments.

• Incorporated Bayesian Data Analysis for incoming data to 
assess control effectiveness and to classify plant-job AIHA 
categories in real time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Industrial Hygiene Sampling Program Review Project yielded some great improvements. The implementation of Similar Exposure Groups (SEGs) helped leverage our vast database of noise samples. We started utilizing American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) exposure categorization to improve the process of statistically prioritizing what is to be sampled. The company implemented the use of Bayesian Decision Analysis in our field sampling process. Only internally certified Vulcan Materials Company IH Samplers can take samples in our company. Each of the certified samplers were trained on the Bayesian Decision Analysis.  
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AIHA  Exposure  Categories
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is used in our training program to represent roughly how AIHA categories relate to severity ratio. This was an extremely valuable tool to help our long time samplers transition from a severity ratio driven way of thinking about exposures to the company’s new AIHA categorization driven way of thinking about exposures.       
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Vulcan’s  Similar  Exposure  Groups (SEG)

SEG is a group of workers having the same general range of 
exposure because of the similarity and frequency of the tasks 
they perform, the materials and processes with which they 
work and the degree of exposure control in place.

Vulcan’s SEGs are based on rock type or product, job title 
and exposure potential within each Region:

Non-Booth Drill
Booth Rail Road
Primary Crusher      Underground
Mobile Equipment Office
Shop Baghouse
Lab Miscellaneous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s SEGs. 
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Industrial hygiene monitoring for noise

• All dosimeters integrate noise levels between 80 – 140 dBA with a 5 dB 
exchange rate

• Personal sample duration must span at least 2/3 of the work shift unless 
being collected on specific tasks

• Noise dose is extrapolated up to cover unsampled work shift time

• Exposure limits are adjusted downward for shifts longer than 8 hours

• All personal dosimeters require three dose checks during the sampling 
day to better understand contributions of noise.

• Hearing protection is required when noise levels reach 85 dBA or higher

• Noise cases are opened when the time-weighted average exposure dose 
is 76% or higher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of some of Vulcan Materials Company’s noise sampling procedures that are stricter than government requirements. 
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Industrial hygiene monitoring for noise
• Mobile equipment cabs are annually tested with a SLM 

at high idle and those 85 dBA or higher require posting 
for hearing protection to operate.

• Plants must be surveyed with the plant’s SLM every 
other year to determine areas that are 85 or higher so 
that they can be posted for hearing protection required.

• Noise cases closed with PPE are reviewed annually and 
have the affected employees fit tested for ear plug use 
and their Personal Attenuation Rating (PAR) determined.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s plant exposure assessment processes. The SLM surveys are an extremely valuable way to build an army of helpers to identify and correct potential exposures before they become overexposures. We talk more about the SLM survey process later in the presentation. The ability to quantitatively assess how well hearing protection is working is a recent addition to our program. This process has been eye opening and is helping us better assess and reshape how hearing protection is selected and used. We talk more about the quantitative fit testing process later in the presentation. 



Vulcan’s Industrial Hygiene Exposure 
Results 

1980 - 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss Vulcan Materials Company’s Industrial Hygiene Exposure Results from 1980 to 2012. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a graphical depiction of Vulcan Materials Company’s noise sampling levels and strategies by year.Targeted in blue: statistics direct what to sample and where to sample.Case Closing in yellow: when a job is identified as exceeding our internal company limit (severity ratio of 0.76 or Greater) noise controls must be put in place and samples taken to verify controls are adequateRandom in red: to ensure jobs that were shown statistically to be in control using historic samples, this sampling strategy is used to verify the scenario is still true.  Noise Data as of 1/1/2013Total Number of Noise Targeted Samples = 12,367Total Number of Noise Case Samples = 4,235Total Number of Noise Random Samples = 7,159Total Number of Noise Samples = 23,761
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph is made up of representative personal samples. Using the severity ratio of 1 or greater as over standard. The 2012 bar includes in red nine over standard samples taken during a special focus sampling project. In 2012 there were 17 over standard samples / 302 samples taken = 5.629% total over standardThe blue bar in 2012 shows 8 non-special focus sampling project over standard samples / 302 samples taken = 2.649% non-special focus sampling project over standardThe red bar shows 9 special focus sampling project over standard / 302 samples taken = 2.980% special focus sampling project over standard
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of percent of over standard noise samples as taken by MSHA. Note that the yellow bar represents the entire mining industry that Vulcan Materials Company operates in and the blue bar represents only Vulcan Materials Company in this dataset. 
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Overstandard:  Noise  Exposures, Hearing  Protection  Use,  and  Hearing  Loss
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Noise sampling data are representative personal samples. In 2012, 17 samples were equal to or over a severity ratio of 1. Nine of the 17 over standards were part of a special focus sampling project. This graph is showing in the year 2012, 17 over standards / 302 total samples taken = 5.629% total over standard, Hearing protection use when a sample was over standard at (17/17) = 100%.  Hearing acuity levels for 2012 were Normal Hearing = 81.8%, Mild Loss =14.1%, Moderate Loss =3%, Mod-Severe Loss = 1%, Severe Loss =0%, and Profound Loss = 0% making the total for persons with hearing loss 18.1%.  
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Examining  85/3  Exposures
2010-2012 Data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is made up of 77 samples taken with the 85/3 settings in our dosimeters. These samples were taken between 2010  and 2012. 44 of the samples had higher 85/3 severity ratio values than standard noise sampling severity ratio values. Most of these samples were in non booth jobs and mobile equipment cabs.  We are expanding the dual 85/3 and 90/5 sampling data set this year.
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Noise Controls

Case Opening and Closing 
Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss Vulcan Materials Company’s Case Opening and Closing Process and Noise Controls. 
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Case Opening and Closing Process

Case 
Opening

Case 
Evaluation 

and 
Tracking

Case 
Closing

Closed-PPE 
Case 

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the process flow of Vulcan Materials Company’s Case Process.  
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Case Opening

• Opening a Case
– TWA exposure on a representative noise sample equals or 

exceeds 76% of the allowable exposure limit.
• Employee(s) in the job/task are required to wear hearing protection 

to reduce the exposure to less than 85 dB while controls are being 
installed. (Open-PPE Case)

– Exposure cases are identified by Corporate Occupational Health 
Office.

– Case closing form is generated and transmitted to the 
appropriate sampler.

Case 
Opening

Case 
Evaluation 

and Tracking
Case Closing Closed-PPE 

Case Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s case opening process. 
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Case Evaluation and Tracking
• Case Evaluation

– Likely conditions that created the elevated exposure are 
identified by the sampler and recorded on the Case Closing 
Form.

– The facility personnel, with support from Safety and Health, 
determines the feasibility of engineering controls.

– Feasible engineering and/or administrative controls are 
implemented.

• Case Tracking
– Cases are tracked via internal IHIMS and a report can be 

generated showing all open cases and duration of each case.
– Percentage of cases opened and closed are presented to upper 

management via quarterly and year-end reports.

Case 
Opening

Case 
Evaluation 

and Tracking
Case Closing Closed-PPE 

Case Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s case evaluation and tracking process. 
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We Always try to Engineer The Problem 
out First

• Examples of engineering controls
– Insulation
– Rubber lined chutes
– Door and window seals
– Floor mats
– Video cameras to allow remote operation
– Air conditioners
– Sound proof booths
– Double pane windows
– Noise barriers
– Distance (example-sharpening drill bits using a long air hose)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a list of some of the noise controls used at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Examples of engineering controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a well build climate controlled work booth. This is a great method of isolating the worker from noise exposures.  
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Examples of engineering controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a well build climate controlled work booth. This is a great method of engineering out noise exposures.  
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Examples of engineering controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a well build climate controlled work booth. This is a great method of isolating the worker from noise exposures.  
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Examples of engineering controls

•Enclosed cabs/booths
•Climate control in cabs/booths
•Equipment manufactured with noise controls  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of the different types of enclosed cab, climate controlled equipment used at Vulcan Materials Company. This is a great method of engineering out noise exposures.  
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Examples of Engineering Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of one of the types of cameras Vulcan Materials Company uses to prevent noise exposure. Our SHE and Engineering groups have done a great job of identifying applications for and increasing the used of cameras to reduce the need for employees to enter noisy areas while conducting visual inspections.  
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Examples of Engineering Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a Ready Mix Concrete plant that is well laid out to control noise exposures. Notice the nice booth for the plant operator to work from. The area designated for truck clean out is well away from the plant noise.  
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Case Closing

• After feasible engineering and /or administrative controls 
are implemented and two (2) consecutive samples 
(collected on different days or shifts) show the exposure 
to be below 76% of the allowable limit, the Open-PPE 
case can be “Closed” with proper control documentation 
and approval by the Corporate Occupational Health 
Office.

Case Opening
Case 

Evaluation 
and Tracking

Case Closing Closed-PPE 
Case Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s case closing process. 
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Case Closing (continued)

• Cases relying on administrative procedures/work practices or 
personal protective equipment require the signatures of the 
affected employee(s), plant and area operations management, 
regional safety and health personnel, and corporate IH approval.

• Administrative controls for noise exposures require that the 
controls be posted on the employee bulletin board and be 
provided in writing to affected employees.

• Where engineering and administrative controls are found to be 
infeasible, the case can be closed by PPE (Closed-PPE Case).

Case Opening
Case 

Evaluation 
and Tracking

Case Closing Closed-PPE 
Case Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s case closing process. 
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Closed-PPE Case Review
• We are in the process of quantitatively fit testing 

(Integrafit) all jobs/tasks that are Closed-PPE. 

• All Closed-PPE cases are reviewed annually for 
engineering controls that may have become feasible and 
to verify employees are wearing appropriate PPE.

• A status report of Closed-PPE cases is sent by the 
Regional Safety and Health Department to the Corporate 
Occupational Health Office at the end of each year.

Case Opening
Case 

Evaluation 
and Tracking

Case Closing Closed-PPE 
Case Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of Vulcan Materials Company’s closed personal protective equipment (PPE) case maintenance process. 
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Case Closing Example – RMC Truck
• The Ready-mix trucks are rear dispensing 

units which are designed with concrete flow 
controls on the rear platform of the truck 
and inside the cab. 

• Operators would operate flow controls on 
rear of truck to prevent over-pouring of 
material into concrete forms on the job-site 
and to ensure quality of material.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a case closing process that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Case Closing Example – RMC Truck

• The cab flow control could not be used due to 
the need for the operator to watch the concrete 
pour.

• Operating the controls from the rear of the truck 
caused the operator to be over 76% of the 
allowable limit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a case closing process that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Case Closing Example – RMC Truck
• To reduce the noise exposure to the operator, the 

following controls were implemented:
– A removable camera was installed on the concrete 

chute; and
– A video display was mounted inside the cab of the 

truck

• The system allow the operator to utilize the in-cab 
controls and see the pouring of material from the chute, 
thus increasing distance from exposure and reducing the 
operator’s exposure to noise.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a case closing process that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of a case closing process that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Case Closing Example – RMC Truck
Results of control implementation

Ready-Mix Concrete 
Truck #

Original Sample 
Severity Ratio

Re-Test Severity 
Ratio

Reduction in 
Severity Ratio

54059 0.979 0.464 53%

54962 1.007 0.472 53%

54755 0.912 0.591 35%

54954 0.998 0.747 25%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the results of this example of case closing that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Also decreased chance of injury at
customer jobsites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an extra value that was gained as part of a case closing process that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Audiometric Monitoring
Background

• All production employees are required to be tested
• Primarily utilize mobile van testing
• Same provider for over 27 years
• Very high voluntary participation
• Written policies for

– Legal requirements
– Guidance for implementation
– Audit

• Audiograms since 1976 
• Supervised by Audiologist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides some background on the audiometric monitoring program at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Audiometric Testing Requirements

OSHA criteria are followed for audiometric tests

Audiometers and procedures must meet:
• ANSI S3.6 Specifications for Audiometers
• OSHA requirements

• Audiometric testing booths to control ambient noise
• Equipment calibration

Audiometric technicians must:
• be certified by the Council for Accreditation in Occupational 
Hearing Conservation (CAOHC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of the audiometric testing requirements at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Mobile Van Testing

• Regions schedule van trip

• Plants are notified before visit 

• Employees notified of audiogram date 

• Paperwork is completed before van arrives

• Audiograms are taken

• Results provided in writing at the time of test

•Regulatory compliant re-testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of the basic process flow related to mobile van testing at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Post Annual Testing 
Abnormal Test Results Follow Up

• Company guidance document 
• Mobile van provider audiologist evaluation   
• Occupational Audiologist/ENT
• Reporting procedures specified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of how Vulcan Materials Company follows-up on STS and/or possible reportable/recordable hearing losses. Company guidance document: Details exactly what is needed to conduct follow-up Mobile van provider audiologist evaluation: With information gathered from the company guidance document we can get an evaluation from our medical testing/mobile van provider’s audiologist.    Occupational Audiologist/ENT: When needed employees are sent for further evaluation at a local audiologist and/or ENT  Reporting procedures specified: The company guidance document details exactly what is expected in terms of reporting/recording hearing losses once deemed work related.  
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Our Keys to High Employee Participation

•No charge to employees

•Voluntary but well supported

•Promote the program as a benefit 

•Qualified & experienced medical testing contractor

•Promoted as a non-invasive test

•We make it easy to participate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a basic listing of some of the factors that help Vulcan Materials Company have extremely high participation in our audiometric testing.  
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Individual Audiogram Report:

•Shows baseline and current 
audiogram

•Graphic depiction of hearing

•Results of hearing test 

•This report is given to the 
employee at the time of the 
audiogram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of the Individual Audiogram Report Vulcan Materials Company uses. This report is given to the employee at the time of his/her audiogram on the mobile testing van or once clinic results are received via the company’s mail-in process at medical testing/mobile van testing provider.   
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Individual Audiogram 
Summary Report:

•Shows all audiograms

•Answers to screening 
questions and notes from 
audiologist if any exist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of the Individual Audiogram Summary Report Vulcan Materials Company uses. This report is used by the medical testing/mobile van provider to assess audiometric history.    
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Statistical Summary Graphic Report:

•Shows number of tests, type of tests, 
number of employees 

•STS, Recordable/Reportable, Early 
Warning Shift

•Hearing type pie chart 

•ISO 1964 Audiometer Standard 
Classifications

•High Frequency Loss Criteria: average in 
3k, 4k, & 6k: Normal <27, Mild >27 & 
<41, Moderate >41 & <71, Severe >71 & 
<90, Profound >90 dBHL

•Speech Range Loss Criteria: average in 
500, 1k, 2k, & 3K: Normal <27, Mild >27 
& <36, Moderate >36 & <71, Severe >71 
& <90, Profound >90 dBHL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example of the Statistical Summary Report Vulcan Materials Company uses. This report is used by our SHE Staff to gauge the audiometric testing results for a period in time and to assess trends.  
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Training

Workplace 
Signage

Audiometric 
Testing

Toolbox TalksMonitoring

Feedback

Annual 
Refresher 
Training

Hearing 
Conservation 
Interventions

New Employee Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a graphical overview of how employees receive training/coaching related to hearing conservation at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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New Employee Orientation

• All new employees 
receive classroom 
and on the job 
training. 

• Hearing conservation 
is one element within 
the training plan for 
new employees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides examples of what training/coaching new employees receive related to hearing conservation at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Workplace Signage

• Signage is posted in all 
areas, including mobile 
equipment, where noise 
levels are at or above 85 
dBA.

• Signage is routinely 
audited through the sound 
level meter program.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows how Vulcan Materials Company ensures adequate signage is posted to help employees know when hearing protection is required.   
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Audiometric testing/training

• Annual audiometric testing is conducted at Vulcan facilities.

• Employees view the audiometric testing process as an 
employee benefit.

• Employees are trained to avoid noise exposure for 14 hours 
before audiogram

• Each Region handles audiometric testing differently, but a 
majority do the following:
– On the day of audiometric testing, a safety meeting is held to 

discuss Vulcan’s hearing conservation program.
– During the meeting, employees are refreshed on how to interpret 

their audiograms.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a listing of what training/coaching employees receive during the annual audiometric testing process at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Toolbox Talks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an example a toolbox talk that was used in training/coaching employees on hearing conservation at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Training While Noise Monitoring
• Personal dosimetry monitoring

– Employees are engaged in the process and understand the 
importance of monitoring.

– Dose is checked 3 times during the shift to share exposure 
information with the sampled employee. 

– If there is a Vulcan overstandard, the employee is engaged in the 
evaluation and implementation of controls.

– At the end of each monitoring shift, employees are given written 
results of their exposure.

• Sound Level Meter (SLM) Surveys
– Facility personnel conduct noise surveys and determine, if controls 

need to be implemented and they track to conclusion.

• Ear plug quantitative fit testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a listing of some of the training/coaching employees receive during the Vulcan Materials Company noise sampling process. 
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Employee Feedback

• Employees are held 
accountable for wearing 
hearing protection.

• One-on-one reinforcement 
of expectations  through 
contact with their supervisor 
and peers is an invaluable 
coaching aspect of training.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides some examples of training/coaching employees are expected to give and receive at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Annual Refresher Training

• Employees are 
required to have 
annual SHE refresher 
training.

• Hearing conservation 
is one element of the 
training plan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides examples of when employees receive training/coaching on hearing conservation at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Training
• Interventions are successful 

because they are:
– One-on-one
– Informative
– Benefits vs. compliance driven
– Sustained
– Reinforced
– Measured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the elements Vulcan Materials Company feel are required for training/coaching to be successful. 
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Selecting Hearing Protection
• Diverse Tasks

• Personal Preference

• Fit

• Vender Availability

• Cost

• Adequate Protection

• MSHA/OSHA Regulations

• Required at 85 dBA

SHE Catalog Hearing Protection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows some of the factors that are taken in to consideration when selecting hearing protection for use at Vulcan Materials Company. Also pictured is a screen shot of our SHE Catalog for hearing protection. The SHE Catalog was created to make it easier for plant staff to order hearing protection that has been proven to be effective. A side benefit of this process is by identifying what we want to buy and working with suppliers, the company is getting the best pricing possible on these selected hearing protectors. 
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Why Fit Test Hearing Protection?
• A shoe store that only carried one size of shoe won’t be 

in business long. Like your feet, ear canals come in 
different sizes. 

• We fit test hearing protection to find hearing protection 
that works best for you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss Vulcan Materials Company’s Quantitative Hearing Protection Fit Testing Process. 
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HPD FIT TESTING: 
PERSONAL ATTENUATION RATINGS (PAR) 

INTEGRAfit is an integrated hardware/software 
system designed to accurately measure how much 
real-world hearing protection a worker receives 
and tell you if it is enough. Based upon Real Ear 
Attenuation at Threshold  method. Hughson-
Westlake procedure.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows employees taking part in Vulcan Materials Company’s quantitative hearing protection fit testing process.  
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Calculation of Personal Attenuation Rating:
PAR = dB HL Earplugs Out minus dB HL 

Earplugs In

Calculation of Effective Protection Level:
EPL = TWA – PAR

EN458 Criteria:
If EPL > 85, then Under-protection
If EPL < 70, then Over-protection

PAR and Effective Protection Level (EPL)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EN458 is the European noise standard designed to determine if a worker is achieving sufficient protection. Specifically, it provides criteria for determining whether a worker wearing earplugs or earmuffs is being over-protected, appropriately protected, or under-protected. 
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HPD Fit-Test Process
• Employee is given a Personal Attenuation Rating (PAR). Which 

shows how well the hearing protection is working for them. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a screen shot of the quantitative hearing protection fit testing software. This screen is used to discuss the results of a survey with each employee at the time the survey is conducted. 
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Uses for HPD Fit-Testing

• Training
• Standard Threshold Shifts
• Reportable/Recordable Hearing Losses
• Designated Future Standard Threshold Shifts
• Closed PPE Cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the ways Vulcan Materials Company uses quantitative hearing protection fit testing. 
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DEALING  WITH  DATA
HOW IT IS PROCESSED AND 

MANAGED 

IN-HOUSE CUSTOM SOFTWARE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss Vulcan Materials Company’s electronic system used for gathering and managing noise sampling data. 
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Field Sampler Login

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the login screen of the Vulcan Materials Company Field Sampler. This system is used to gather data from certified samplers and transport that data into the central IH sampling warehouse IHIMS.  
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Field Sampler Main Menu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the main menu screen of the Vulcan Materials Company Field Sampler. As you can see the system has many functions and helps direct the user to the task he/she needs to undertake. 
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Field Sampler Input Screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of Screen 1 of the Vulcan Materials Company Field Sampler. The purpose of this screen is to gather general information about samples that have been conducted. 
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Industrial Hygiene Information Management 
System (IHIMS) Houses Industrial Hygiene 
Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a screen shot of the Vulcan Materials Company Industrial Hygiene Information Management System (IHIMS) Main Menu. IHIMS houses all the industrial hygiene data for the entire company and is used to manage our industrial hygiene processes. 
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IHIMS Report Criteria Screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Job Exposure History Report Criteria screen in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This screen allows users to select and run the data they need to see. All of our IHIMS reports have this type of criteria screen. This deign allows for maximum flexibility and facilitates the ability to quickly gather needed information.  
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IHIMS Job Exposure History Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Job Exposure History Report in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This report displays information per the criteria that the user selects. This report makes it easy to quickly assess historical exposures.    
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IHIMS Personal Exposure History Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Personal Exposure History Chart Report in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This report provides a graphical representation of exposure results for an employee. This report is used to communicate results for exposure monitoring to each employee that is sampled in either English or Spanish.   
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IHIMS Bayesian Statistical Analysis Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Bayesian Statistical Analysis Report in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This report shows the sampler’s judgment, sampling data results and the combination of the two. We are able to run this report in real-time to help coach samplers on their exposure assessments. This system is very unique and has helped us progress in our use of AIHA Exposure Categorization and Bayesian Decision Analysis.  This has optimized our sampling efforts.     
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IHIMS Sampling Plan Report SEG Tab

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Automated IH Sampling Plan Creation Report SEG Tab in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This report has made it easier to process historic samples, statistically process those samples, organize, categorize and prioritize what needs to be target sampled.  Each highlighted line compiles the data below it for a statistical review of the entire SEG
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IHIMS Sampling Plan Report Plan Tab

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Automated IH Sampling Plan Creation Report Sampling Plan Tab in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This report is used as a platform for the Vulcan Materials Company Corporate S&H Staff to start assessing how the new year’s sampling resources should be allocated.   
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IHIMS Case Management Screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of the Case Management screen in the Vulcan Materials Company IHIMS. This screen is used to capture, track and manage IH cases. 
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Innovations

January 13, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss some of the Innovations Vulcan Materials Company has undertaken. 
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GPS Noise Tracking With GIS

• Utilization of new 
technology for hearing 
conservation 
applications.

• Initiative to evaluate 
where Ready-mix Truck 
drivers are getting their 
exposures throughout a 
delivery cycle.

1
Getting loaded with 

concrete at VMC 
facility for delivery

2
Travel to customer 

jobsite

3
Delivery of concrete 
at customer jobsite 
and drum cleanout

4
Driving back to VMC 

facility

RMC 
Delivery 

Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an overview of the GPS noise tracking with GIS project that was undertaken at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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GPS Noise Tracking example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a screen shot of a report created as part of the Vulcan Materials Company GPS noise tracking with GIS project. Note how the report shows the geographical location of the employee along with his/her noise exposure reading from a synchronized, downloadable dosimeter at different points in time. The top portion of this report shows the trip to the job site and the bottom portion is the return from the job site. We see great promise in this technology and have started an expansion of this project.     
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GPS Noise Tracking

• Still working on limitations of data comparison between 
GPS units and dosimeter.

• Great tool to use “one-on-one” with the driver to show 
where exposures are occurring and identify anything 
they are doing while driving that could impact hearing.

• Looking at utilizing personal GPS units on individuals 
within our larger facilities who frequent multiple areas to 
determine where noise exposures are occurring and to 
educate the worker.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the lessons learned from our GPS noise tracking with GIS project. 
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What is the IH sampling Certification Course?

• Must pass this course before you can conduct IH 
sampling

• Week long course with class, hands-on training and field 
work

• Attendees have extremely varying S&H backgrounds

• Includes in the field coaching and instruction 

• Course is designed to provide detailed knowledge of 
Company  IH programs/processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the details related to the Vulcan Materials Company IH Sampler Certification Course. 
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What is the IH sampling  Certification Course?

• Hands on with type of equipment sampler will be using

• Primary focus Respirable Dust, Noise and Welding Fumes 

• Normally small groups of 4 to 10 persons

• Class emphasizes becoming familiar with Company field 
manuals and practicing sampling techniques.

• Instructors are certified samplers with IH experience and 
CIH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the details related to the Vulcan Materials Company IH Sampler Certification Course. 
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• Classroom Information 
– Health Effects

– Regulatory Standards

– Resources available to samplers

– Concentration Calculations

– Sampling Procedures/Methods

– Bayesian Analysis 

Industrial Hygiene Sampling Certification Course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the classroom topics that are covered as part of the Vulcan Materials Company IH Sampler Certification Course. 
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• Field Instructions
– Calibration

– Dust Sampling

– Noise Sampling

– Observations

– Note Taking

– Interaction With Employees 

Industrial Hygiene Sampling Certification Course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the field instruction topics that are covered as part of the Vulcan Materials Company IH Sampler Certification Course. 
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• After The Course
– Course work graded
– Certificates awarded
– Samples analyzed & feedback provided
– Mentoring in the field
– Coaching

Industrial Hygiene Sampling Certification Course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the work that is done after the Vulcan Materials Company IH Sampler Certification Course. These are done to ensure those that pass the course are given the support needed to successfully conduct IH sampling at Vulcan Materials Company. 
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Fertile Ground for Future Initiatives

• Company structure helps ensure initiatives have strong 
support and innovation is encouraged.

• Leaders in the company understand and value hearing 
conservation as a core business initiative.

• Safety and Health process not static, it is viewed with a 
continuous improvement mindset.

• Safe-In-Sound application and review process helped 
incubate good ideas to better the program.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the items that Vulcan Materials Company see as keys to our continued success with hearing conservation in the future. 
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Future plans

• Possibility of having audiograms and hearing protection validation 
housed in one integrated system

• Connect Vulcan’s IH data (IHIMS), audiograms, hearing protection 
validation systems   

• Use of bar coding to improve audiometric testing and recordkeeping 
procedures

• Add 8000 Hz to audiogram process

• Create more advanced system to better measure ongoing hearing 
conservation effectiveness    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a list of some of the hearing conservation program improvement initiatives Vulcan Materials Company is currently or plans to undertake in the future. 
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Lessons Learned
• During the Safe-In-Sound application process we looked over our 

processes with a different mind set and identified ideas for 
improvements

• The time spent with the Safe-In-Sound assessment team hearing 
conservation experts during the site-visit provided a unique 
opportunity to get extremely valuable feedback

• The Safe-In-Sound process expanded our hearing conservation 
resource network  

• We are always glad to benchmark with others to help share the 
lessons we have learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the lessons Vulcan Materials Company learned during the Safe-In-Sound application process. The Safe-In-Sound application process has been extremely valuable to Vulcan Materials Company’s hearing conservation program. We have grown through the process and many outstanding ideas have been cultivated because of this process.    
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Significance of the Award

January 13, 2021

• We feel very privileged to receive the Safe-In-Sound award.

• The Safe-In-Sound award is an outstanding testament to 
Vulcan’s long standing passion for doing the right things in our 
occupational health program.

• Winning the Safe-In-Sound award helps us show the value of 
going beyond the minimum in a hearing conservation program.

• With the great ideas that have been identified during the Safe-
In-Sound process our staff is up to the challenge of always 
pushing to make Vulcan’s Hearing Conservation Program 
better.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the reasons why being honored with the Safe-In-Sound Excellence Award is important to Vulcan Materials Company. We are grateful for this award and would like to thank everyone that was part of the process. Please take any items you have learned from this presentation and replicate them at your company. Everyone has to do their part if we want to eradicate occupational hearing loss.      
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Contact Information:
Kelly Bailey, CIH
Director of Safety, Health and Environmental
BaileyK@VMCMAIL.com

Andrew Perkins M.S., CIH, CSP
Industrial Hygienist
PerkinsA@VMCMAIL.com

Chad McDougal M.S., CIH, CSP
Manager, Occupational Health
McDougalC@VMCMAIL.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists some of the reasons why being honored with the Safe-In-Sound Excellence Award is important to Vulcan Materials Company. We are grateful for this award and would like to thank everyone that was part of the process. Please take any items you have learned from this presentation and replicate them at your company. Everyone has to do their part if we want to eradicate occupational hearing loss.      
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